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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, Internet contains massive amount of information. In this environment, people 

who seek specific information could be overwhelmed by the options that they can reach through 

the Internet. To help users filter the information and overcome the information overload problem, 

recommender systems play an important role. Here, we deal with a specific recommendation 

problem – recommending content to users in a content management system utilizing users’ 

feedback data. We have tried both content-based and collaborative filtering approaches. In the 

content-based approach, once the content profile is built, user profile could be built based on 

different categories of user feedback data. We have explored the effect of these different feedback 

categories on the recommendation result. In the collaborative filtering approach, the feedback 

data is used for building the user-content rating matrix and matrix factorization is then applied. 

The experiment result shows that content-based approach outperforms collaborative filtering 

approach for this particular problem. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
The invention of Internet and World Wide Web has made information publishing and 

sharing much easier. People can use computers, smart phones and laptops to access any kind of 

information published on the web to find books to read, best places to visit, movies to watch and 

songs to listen to. The immense volume of information accessible online cause the information 

overload problem. It becomes a challenge for people to efficiently and accurately find 

information they are truly interested in. Recommender systems provide a solution to alleviate 

this problem and facilitate the decision-making process involving online information search. 

Recommender systems can be defined as techniques and tools which are used to recommend 

items to the users, where item is the general term to describe things (such as news, article, movie, 

music) [4]. 

Recommender systems are powerful software tools which help people in a personalized 

way to find suitable items from huge number of alternatives [6]. As users need personalized 

recommendations to deal with the problem of information overload, there are many 

recommendation techniques which are developed for recommending items to users. The three 

main recommendation techniques which are used in the literature to generate the 

recommendations are content-based approach, collaborative filtering approach and knowledge-

based approach. Hybrid approach is also used to generate recommendations which combines 

various different approaches to provide recommendations.  

In order to generate these recommendations, the user interactions can be used by the 

recommender systems. The recommendation techniques use user’s implicit or explicit 
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interactions for recommending relevant items to that user. Any form of interaction between user 

and the item can be defined as user/item interaction. 

In the next sections, first we define the problem that we are going to solve in this research. 

Second, we explain our goals and objectives of this research. Third, we describe the overall 

methodology followed throughout this research. Lastly, we list the structure of this thesis. 

 1.1 Problem Statement 

In this research, we are considering a company’s CMS (Content Management System), 

which provides a central repository for their employees to publish, share and access content. In 

this CMS dataset, all the contents (posts) are saved, as well as the user interaction data. And our 

main focus is to recommend content to users according to their past interaction histories. CMS 

is a software or a set of related programs that facilitates creating, organizing, editing, sharing and 

publishing contents. CMS is typically used for two main purposes: enterprise content 

management and web content management. It has two main components: a content management 

application and content delivery application. The content management application is a graphical 

user interface which allows users to create, modify, publish, share or remove content from the 

website. The content delivery application offers backend functionality that supports delivery of 

the content once it is created in the content management application. The core features of CMS 

are indexing, searching, retrieving and publishing the contents.  

In this thesis, we are considering a problem of this CMS recommending content to their 

users. The CMS faces the issue of developing intelligent and personalized content 

recommendations to the individual users, so that they can more effectively access and make use 

of relevant content. The current CMS offers a central place for users to search relevant content. 
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However, it does not take into consideration that users may have different preferences and 

patterns when accessing, consuming and sharing content. 

Therefore, the challenge is to utilize these users’ interactions in an effective way, find an 

optimal method to integrate them into a recommender system, and then recommend the most 

relevant content to individual users based on their historical interactions with the content. We 

will explore two ways of utilizing users’ interaction data for recommendation purpose, one is to 

build user profile for individual users using their feedback scores and then use content-based 

filtering approach to generate recommendations, and the other is to use feedback scores as ratings 

and then use collaborative filtering approach for generating recommendations. Also, we need to 

investigate user interactions and recommendation approaches in detail for generating best 

possible recommendations to the individual user.  

1.2 Goals and Research Objectives 

The major goals for this research are: 1) to utilize user feedback data to model user profile 

and study methods for content-based filtering approach for recommendation; 2) study and 

generate recommendations based on collaborative filtering approach; 3) compare and evaluate 

results of recommendations from both approaches. To achieve these goals, we have defined five 

major research objectives as follows.  

• RO1: Study different approaches to model content profiles 

In this research objective, we will investigate what kind of data we can extract from the 

dataset about the content (in the form of posts in CMS) that is published, read and shared by 

users over a period of time. We will study two algorithms for content profile modelling and then 

we will implement these algorithms to model the posts. We will generate content profiles using 
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content of the posts. The algorithms will be implemented to design two content profiles and then 

tested to see which one is more accurate for recommender system. 

• RO2: Study user interactions and utilize user feedback data from the dataset to generate 

user profiles 

In this research objective, we will explore users, their previous actions and their 

interaction patterns with the posts. Individual users have their own preferences while interacting 

with the posts. We will calculate an implicit feedback score based on user’s historic interaction 

data and then we will build individual user profile using the user interaction records with the 

posts. 

• RO3: Generate content recommendations using content-based filtering approach 

In this research objective, we will find similarity between the content profile and user 

profile to generate content recommendations. We build content profiles using approaches studied 

in RO1 and user profiles using user feedback score as explained in RO2 and then we generate 

content recommendations using a similarity algorithm.  

• RO4: Study collaborative filtering approach and generate content recommendations 

In this research objective, we will study collaborative filtering approach and then we will 

build a collaborative filtering model for content recommendations. For this model, we will use 

users’ feedback score as the rating data and a collaborative filtering algorithm to generate content 

recommendations. These recommendations are based on feedback score only. 

• RO5: Evaluate and compare content-based filtering recommendations with collaborative 

filtering recommendations. 
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In this research objective, we will investigate the effectiveness (accuracy) of these two 

approaches on the dataset using performance evaluation metrics and compare the content-based 

recommendations with collaborative filtering recommendations. 

1.3 Proposed Approach 

In this thesis, we propose to generate content recommendations using content-based 

filtering approach and collaborative filtering approach for effective content suggestion to the 

individual user in the CMS. The methodology we have followed involves five major stages which 

are described below.  

The first stage is to model content profiles. The potential solution for this problem is to 

use bag-of-words models such as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to build content profiles for the individual post. In order to do 

so, first we need to identify an effective way to extract and pre-process the data. For data 

extraction, the posts (raw contents) are extracted and imported as an input file for our model and 

then we apply data pre-processing techniques on it. Later we implement TF-IDF and LDA 

models on pre-processed data to build content profiles. This task is done for each individual post. 

The key elements delivered by this analysis are: discovering keywords and weighted term vectors 

for each post by using TF-IDF algorithm; discovering keywords and underlying topics presented 

in the content with their scores for each post by using LDA algorithm; content profiles. 

The second stage is to generate individual user profile based on user interactions with the 

posts. In this stage, we extract users’ interactions from the dataset. The user interactions are 

interactions made by users with the posts, such as like, share, comment, tweet and reply. After 

extracting user interactions, we classify these interactions into three major categories based on 

the nature of interaction. First category is Direct Interaction. It means that user/post interaction 
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happened in the CMS itself. Second category is user Social Share. It means that user shared posts 

from the CMS system to their social networking websites. Third category is Reading Statistics. 

It refers to the feedback score user provided to the content by taking a certain action, such as 

reading progress (reading action) and clickthrough (clicking action). All the interactions have 

already been assigned a weight by the CMS. We will use those weight values and we will 

calculate user feedback score for each user. Furthermore, we will compare results from each 

category with overall feedback score to evaluate which category influences the user behavior the 

most. 

The third stage is to generate content recommendations using content-based filtering 

approach. In this stage, we use a similarity algorithm for profile matching. Once we have content 

profiles containing a vector score for each post which are generated in stage one and user profiles 

which are generated in stage two, we use cosine similarity algorithm to find similarity between 

these content profiles and user profiles for generating content recommendations based on their 

similarity scores. 

The fourth stage is to generate content recommendations using collaborative filtering 

algorithm. In this stage, we will use collaborative filtering approach and user implicit feedback 

scores as rating data. For collaborative filtering model, we use matrix factorization algorithm to 

generate recommendations for individual users. 

The fifth stage is to evaluate and compare content recommendations for individual users. 

In this stage, we evaluate recommendation results from both approaches: content-based filtering 

approaches (TF-IDF and LDA) and collaborative filtering approach (Matrix Factorization) using 

performance metrics including Precision, Recall and F1-score. Since our target is to provide best 

recommendations to the individual user, we compare our recommendation results from all 
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algorithms to identify the best recommendation for the user. Furthermore, we compare results by 

using different interaction categories which are defined in stage two with content-based filtering 

algorithms and collaborative filtering algorithm. 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

This section briefly summarizes all the chapters in this thesis. It provides an outline to the 

whole thesis. 

CHAPTER 1: This chapter aimed to present a brief introduction to this thesis. It described 

problem statement, goals, research objectives and research methodology. 

CHAPTER 2: This chapter reviews the work previously done by researchers in the field 

of recommender systems in general. Then it critically reviewed comparative analysis of available 

literature in this area. This constitutes the work previously done in generating user profile, 

recommender systems using content-based approach and collaborative filtering approach. A 

number of different recommendation strategies are reviewed. 

CHAPTER 3: The main objective of this chapter is to explain the overall system 

architecture, the content profile generation, the user profile generation, collaborative filtering-

based model and recommendation strategies used in our thesis in details. 

CHAPTER 4: This chapter describes the experiment to evaluate our proposed 

recommendations. It gives the details of data collection, data preparation, algorithms used, score 

calculation and result analysis. 

CHAPTER 5: Finally, this chapter concludes our thesis with a summary of our 

experimental results, contributions of this research and our future research directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 
 

This chapter describes the core concept and algorithms for recommendations that will 

form the background of this thesis. First, the formal introduction about the recommender systems, 

input data types and user profile modelling approaches are given. Second, the recommendation 

techniques like content-based filtering and collaborative filtering are explained. Third, 

algorithms for content profile modelling that have been used in this thesis are given. Finally, we 

review some of the recent work done in the area of recommender systems, which are closely 

related to our work. 

2.1 Background 

This section covers research related to recommender systems and the approaches that we 

have used in the thesis. We describe recommender systems in general, input data types for 

recommender systems, recommender systems and application domains, user modelling and 

different recommendation techniques. 

2.1.1 Overview of Recommender Systems  

Recommender systems have been introduced in early 1990s. They are software 

applications to provide suggestions for the user to solve a specific problem [1]. They help users 

to deal with intense information and have become an important research area of information 

retrieval [2].  

Recommender systems provide a list of items according to the user profile. The items in 

this context refer to what recommender system recommends to the individual user. For example, 
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recommender systems can help user to decide what movies to watch, which music to listen to, 

where to eat, where to go for shopping and what items to buy. These recommendations are 

commonly made based on knowledge about the user and the item. The user profile saves the 

information about the users that could include features such as gender, age, income, address and 

marital status [3]. The item profile saves the information about the item that often include 

domain-specific features, for example, if the items are books, the profile of a book could include 

the title, genre, writer and release year of the books [3]. 

User’s satisfaction degree on an item can be measured by the rating score given by the 

user. Initially, users provide the rating scores for the items which are already known to them. The 

recommender systems then use those previous rating scores of the seen items of the users to 

predict the unseen items for the users.  

The output data type for a recommender system is a recommendations list or a list of 

scores of predictions [7]. The input data types of a recommender system [4, 5] are items, users 

and interactions. Their details are given below. 

Items are the objects which are seen or purchased by the users and are recommended by 

the recommender systems to the users. Items which are used in the recommender systems can be 

any object such as books, songs, movies and news. 

The person or customer who gets recommendations from recommender systems is known 

as user of that system. Recommender systems are oftentimes personalized systems therefore user 

information is the most important information that is used by recommender systems. Examples 

of user information include user’s preference for the related items, information about the relation 

between users, trust levels between users [4], etc. 
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 Interactions between users and items are known as transactions, for instance rating score 

given to an item by a user [5]. Recommender systems mainly use four types of transactions, 

namely unary ratings (for example, if user has read/seen/purchased the item), binary ratings (for 

example, user ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ the item), numerical ratings (for example, user rates an item on 

1-10 scale or 1-5 stars) and ordinal ratings (for example, user rates an item as ‘agree’, ‘strongly 

agree’, ‘neutral’, ‘disagree’, ‘strongly disagree’) [9]. 

 Recommender systems are mainly grouped under four application domains, namely e-

commerce (for example, books, computers and cameras), content (for example, documents, 

posts, news and articles), entertainment (for example, movies, music and TV shows) and service 

(for example, consultation and traveling) [6, 7]. 

2.1.2 Recommender Systems and User Modelling 

Recommender Systems are used to provide custom and user-oriented recommendations 

to their users. These systems use knowledge about user preferences to make these 

recommendations. To get this knowledge, recommenders collect user preferences and using 

those, they generate user models. These can be collected by two different means - Explicit User 

Modelling or Implicit User Modelling.  

• Explicit User Modelling 

This technique uses user input to create the User Models. Users provide the feedback [3] 

on items themselves in various forms such as: 

• Ratings 

• Like or Dislike 

• Survey 
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• Review Comments 

This type of feedback is more accurate and more dependable as users explicitly state their 

opinions towards the items, hence it is preferred by researchers over the implicit type. But due to 

its need of high user effort, it is less convenient for the users and thus leads to relatively fewer 

rating ratio per user. Another aspect of this type of user data collection is that these user ratings 

may also differ in their qualities. For example, the quality of a rating of an item might be affected 

by how big a choice the user made while deciding on this item. A user might rate a song or a 

movie with less scrutiny than a laptop computer or a holiday resort. According to a study by 

Amatriain et al. [10], extreme explicit ratings have a higher consistency than mild feedback.  

• Implicit User Modelling 

In this technique, the user model is created implicitly by the system. Rather than using 

explicit user feedback about items, the system interprets user behaviors [4, 5, 6] to determine 

user interest or feedback on a certain item. For example, if a user spends more time than a 

predefined threshold value on browsing or viewing an item, it implies that the user is interested 

in said item and this information can then be used by the recommender to build the user model 

[4, 5]. Or if a user purchases an item, it can be interpreted as a positive feedback on the item. 

Below is a list of sample user behaviors that could be used to get implicit feedback [5].  

• Time Tracking 

• Reading Progress 

• Keyboard/Mouse inputs 

• Clicks 

• GPS Location 

• Eye Tracking  
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• Microphone input  

• Facial Expression  

Since Implicit feedback does not require users to provide feedback, it is more convenient 

for the users though it might be less accurate than the ratings provided explicitly by the users.  

2.1.3 Recommendation Approaches 

Depending on the technique used to collect and estimate the user ratings, there are mainly 

two types of approaches for content recommendations [6]: content-based approach and 

collaborative filtering-based approach. Some hybrid approaches, which use a combination of 

both techniques, are in use as well. The approaches used in this thesis are described below. 

Content-Based Approach 

This type of approach outputs recommendation scores for items that are yet seen by the 

user based on their similarity with already seen items by the user [1] using the feedback provided 

on them. The unseen items with highest scores are recommended in this type of system. For 

example, while recommending a movie or a TV series, the recommender will look at patterns 

such as the common genre, the artists, the director or the production company in the movies or 

shows rated positively by the user and then recommend movies or TV series that have a high 

similarity on these characteristics [1].  

The methodology of content-based approach is, at its core, related to information retrieval 

[11] and information filtering areas [4]. These content-based approach usually works with items 

that have textual information because of its heavy reliance on text-based applications in the field 

of information retrieval and filtering. Furthermore, these systems improve upon the traditional 

means of information retrieval and filtering by keeping user data in the form of user profiles. 
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Content-based approach provides recommendations for unseen items to users by 

basically comparing and matching the values for different attributes in the user profiles with the 

values for the unseen items by those users. These different attributes are simply a representation 

of the user preferences stored in the user profiles in the system [1]. Content-based 

recommendations generally use three components to perform the recommendations – content 

analyzer, profile learner and rating predictor [1, 7].  

The two main algorithms used in this thesis to perform analysis of text-based items are 

TF-IDF (Term-Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) and LDA (Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation). These are described in detail in below sections. 

One of the main algorithms used in this thesis for content profile modelling is TF-IDF, 

which stands for Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency. Term frequency is a measure 

of how often a term appears in a document and inverse document frequency is a measure of how 

much information the term provides and how rare the term is throughout the document collection. 

Using these two functions, the TF-IDF weight can be computed. The TF-IDF weight is often 

used in information retrieval and filtering, this weight is a measure of how important the term is 

in the whole collection of documents or corpus [12]. A term that is common through the 

document as well as the entire corpus is not valued as high as a term that is common through the 

document but is seldom mentioned in the corpus. Thus, the TF-IDF weight can differentiate 

between important words and unimportant words. The terms with the highest TF-IDF weight in 

a document can collectively represent the main characteristic or the core of the document [12]. 

These can then be used to find similarity between different documents. The documents with 

similar high weighted words are considered similar.  
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 Another main algorithm used in this thesis for content profile modelling is LDA, which 

stands for Latent Dirichlet Allocation [13]. TF-IDF is unable to provide significant decrease in 

description length and does not disclose much about the statistical structure between different 

documents or within the same document. LDA overcomes these limitations. 

 LDA is a generative probabilistic model that has often been used by researchers for topic 

modeling as well as word-sense disambiguation [14]. It has also been used in DNA research [15, 

16, 17], and query search [18]. Hence LDA, similar to TF-IDF, is a widespread and flexible 

approach for performing information retrieval tasks. 

 LDA discovers the latent topics in the corpus by using the observable variables of words 

using Bayesian statistics [13]. In the model, a Dirichlet distribution is used, hence giving it the 

name LDA. It is similar to TF-IDF in the sense that both are ‘a bag of words’ models and 

therefore the positions of words do not matter in a document. When applied to document, LDA 

categorises hidden topics which can then be used to determine the similarity between different 

documents. 

Collaborative Filtering Approach 

 This type of approach emphasizes on the fact that most people use recommendations 

received from others while making decisions for various activities [19, 20]. For example, before 

buying a book or watching a movie, many people look for reviews online or from their peers. 

This type of system provides recommendations using the fact that people who shared similar 

interests or opinions previously will share the same interests or opinions again [4]. 

 The model predicts the satisfaction values of a user for an unseen item by using the 

previous ratings of that item provided by other users. To be precise, the satisfaction function 

f(u,i) for a user u with respect to an item i is predicted using the output of the satisfaction function 
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f(uj,i) for other users who are similar to the current user, with respect to the same item i. Two 

users from the entire user set U are considered similar by comparing their respective rating 

histories. In this system, if two users rated similar items similarly then they are considered 

similar, also known as neighbors. Once the system determines the neighbors for a particular user, 

it outputs the items that are rated highly by those neighbors but are yet seen by the user as 

recommendations for that user. 

The pure collaborative filtering approach only uses the rating information of other similar 

users to recommend items. It does not use any other information pertaining to the items. Hence, 

these types of recommenders do not care about the application domain and are able to recommend 

any kind of items e.g. music, book, videos [25]. 

 One main algorithm used in this thesis for collaborative filtering is matrix factorization. 

For creating recommendations for items, model-based algorithms use a user-item rating matrix 

[21] for learning a predictive model. Initially some offline preprocessing is required by this 

category of recommenders to learn the model. Once the model is learned, recommendation scores 

are generated using these models [6]. In this thesis, the main category of model-based algorithms 

used is Matrix Factorization. 

 In Matrix Factorization or Latent Factor Model approach, latent factors are obtained from 

the rating history of users. The items and users are both converted into a factor vector 

representation. The similarities between these vectors are then used to calculate the similarities 

between users and items [26]. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method is one common 

way to extract the latent factors [27]. SVD method calculates the user-item rating matrix’s best 

lower rank estimate values [28]. It generates smaller vector for items by joining various items 
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that have a high co-relation and co-occurrence into a single factor. Hence, more accurate and 

relevant recommendations are produced by considering the related terms as a single latent factor. 

2.2 Related Work 

In this section, we review the related work done by researchers in this field of interest. 

We start with discussing some of the work done in modelling user profiles for recommendations. 

Then we go over related work on recommendations using content-based approach and 

collaborative filtering-based approach. 

2.2.1 User Profile Modelling for Recommendations 

 Ouaftouh and Zellou [29] proposed a clustering-based approach for user profile 

generation to personalize information systems by offering recommendations. The authors of this 

paper mainly based their approach on a proposed user profile similarity function measure. They 

introduced user profile as collection of information characterizing the user, their preferences and 

their interaction environment with the system. To construct a user model, they selected various 

attributes such as interest, profession, gender, country, languages, postal code, age, etc. Using 

these they were able to create communities of user profiles by gathering the similar profiles, 

which constitutes the Clustering Phase of their approach. They equated the act of finding out the 

similarity between two user profiles to comparing the attributes values of each user’s profile and 

figuring out how much they match. To compare the attributes, suitable similarity functions had 

to be utilized since not all the attributes can be compared in the same way. For example, the 

comparison of attributes like interests or profession would require a different approach as 

compared to attributes like age or postal code. In this paper, authors proposed a similarity 

function which would measure the similarities between two profiles as the weighted combination 

of similarities between their attributes as calculated by similarity metric. They used two different 
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approaches to calculate the similarities between attributes of different user profiles namely, 

syntactic based similarity measure and semantic based similarity measure. Once the similarities 

between two profiles were calculated, they used the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering 

(AHC) method to find the groups of users with similar profiles. 

 Weib et al. [30] introduced an approach to personalize digital multimedia content based 

on user profile information. The authors designed this system for personalized electronic 

program guide (EPG) in the TV domain or for automated and personalized recommendation of 

online video websites etc. To achieve this, they developed a profile generator that generates user 

profiles representing the user characteristics automatically and a content-based recommender that 

approximates the user’s interest in content that is yet seen by the user by matching their profile 

to metadata descriptions of the content. The Profile Generator collects all the explicit ratings and 

other data and extract the implicit ratings by interpreting user behavior to create user profiles. 

They defined explicit profiling as the ratings or explicit opinions users have given about an item 

after consuming its content and implicit profiling as the data that is interpreted indirectly by 

evaluating user’s behavior and extracting their preferences from this evaluation. Their approach 

for explicit profiling allows them to collect ratings by the user, after consuming the content, on 

the whole item or a single attribute value.  For the implicit profiling, the basis of their mechanism 

is the duration the user consumes the content of an item. For example, a longer consumption 

duration for the user on an item like a video implies their preference for the item. For this, they 

chose the relative duration instead of absolute duration because the amount of time required 

varies significantly over users. Then using a weighted combination of these ratings, they created 

the user model that would then be used by the recommender engine to predict unseen items for 

the user. They decided to use a content-based recommender system to keep the system 
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independent of any feedback channel and make it self-sufficient and also for some privacy 

reasons. 

Zagheli et. al [47] proposed a new model for updating user profiles based on previously 

recommended items as well as semantic similarity of terms calculated using distributed 

representation of words. The authors of this paper proposed to do this by first using a log-logistic 

model to update user profiles based on recommendation history and then using semantic 

similarity of terms to enrich the user profiles. Their main idea behind this approach is that each 

user profile needs to be constructed based on the terms taken from a previous successful 

recommendation to some users that have a high semantic similarity with the user. They did this 

by creating a profile language model based on the estimated semantic similarity score between 

terms and a user profile. The final model is created by linearly interpolating the original model 

and the profile language model. They only considered English documents in this paper. They 

compared simple text recommendations with no profile updating, with profile updating based on 

recommendation history and with profile updating based on semantic similarity to their proposed 

semantic-aware profile updating hybrid model that combines the previous two approaches into 

one as described above. 

In these reviewed papers, researchers have used different approaches for user profile 

modelling such as clustering-based approach for user profile generation; explicit ratings and 

implicit ratings to generate user profile; user profile generation with no profile updating feature, 

user profile updating based on recommendation history and based on semantic similarity. While 

in our thesis, we have used users’ explicit interactions, implicit interactions and users’ social 

share interactions (the data shared by users on other social networking websites). Then we use 

weighted values for each interaction and calculate a user feedback score. In other words, we have 
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used users’ feedback for generating user profiles and then we used those user profiles with 

recommendation approaches for generating recommendations. 

2.2.2 Recommendations based on Content  

In this sub-section, we will review some of the content-based recommender systems 

proposed by the researchers in the past. 

 IJntema et al. [32] proposed an extension to the Hermes Framework (Frasincar et al. [33]), 

a framework for building a news personalization service, called Athena. Athena uses user profiles 

to collect and record terms and concepts present in different news items viewed by the user. The 

framework then utilizes this information by using a traditional method based on TF-IDF, as well 

as several ontology-based methods to recommend new articles to the user. To build user profiles 

they kept track of the news articles the user has already seen. To implement approaches such as 

concept equivalence, binary cosine, and Jaccard, they extracted a set of concepts from the articles 

that the user has read as the user profile. For other approaches like semantic relatedness or ranked 

comparison, they created a vector with distinct concepts from the articles that the user has read 

and then calculated a weight for them. While performing content-based recommendation, before 

applying TF-IDF on the documents, they first removed the stop-words and stemmed the 

remaining words to their root words. Then they created a vector that contains the TF-IDF weights 

for the terms. This vector is then compared with a similar vector constructed for a user as part of 

the user profile by using all the documents read by the user as the total set of documents. The 

cosine similarity of these two vectors determines the similarity between the news item and the 

user. While performing semantic-based recommendation, they used an ontology that covers the 

different relations or concepts while recommending news articles. They also performed ranked 

semantic recommendation in which they used a similarly constructed user profile to the content-
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based recommendation. In this paper, authors compared ranked recommender or the ontology-

based recommender with traditional TF-IDF based recommender system for news 

personalization service.  

Zhao et al. [34] proposed a system that can extract feature words, topics and reveal the 

most probable research area from research supported by NIH according to their titles. The authors 

of this paper have achieved this by using TF-IDF and LDA algorithms on the titles of 2000 NIH 

supported research in the 2017 fiscal year retrieved from the Research Portfolio Online Reporting 

Tools. They first pre-processed that raw data and extracted distinct terms from it. Then they 

extracted the feature words from the dataset using TF-IDF. They did this by calculating the TF-

IDF weight to decrease the impact of more common but less important terms and to increase the 

impact of less common but more important terms. After this they used LDA to perform Topic 

Modelling. They extracted ten topics and three corresponding feature words for each topic and 

results showed that it was an effective topic-based modelling for NIH titles. 

Shao et al. [35] proposed a recommender system for Stack Overflow. They presented a 

model which would recommend questions to potential answerers according to their field of 

interest and expertise levels. To do this, they used two prediction components. To predict the 

topics of the questions and label it with the proper category, they used Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA) to perform this task [36]. Then they used the traditional feature-based approach to 

recommend appropriate developers to answer this question. They used the LDA algorithm to 

process the dataset and extract the topics and the structure of the questions which were then used 

to cluster similar questions together. They created the user profiles by extracting various user 

characteristics from these posts such as user reputation, membership length, number of accepted 

answers, upvotes etc. They then input the features from the question clusters and user profile into 
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a trained random forest classifier to predict the answerers. To evaluate their model, they collected 

information of each user who had answered a particular question and if that user was present in 

their predicted answerer users set, then they counted that as a true positive. They then divided 

this true positive value by the total number of answerers on the question to get their accuracy 

measure. The authors concluded that they were able to get good results when they recommended 

around 10 to 20 answerers.  

Above papers described several approaches for content-based recommendations such as 

TF-IDF based recommendation approach; ontology-based recommendation approach; and LDA 

based topic modelling for recommendations. In our thesis, we followed similar approaches for 

content-based recommendations such as topic-based recommendations using LDA algorithm and 

term-based recommendations using TF-IDF algorithm. Finding similar contents using content-

based approach is one of the important strategies we use for our proposed recommendations. 

2.2.3 Recommendations based on Content and Collaborative Filtering 

In this sub-section, we will review the papers which have used a hybrid (content and 

collaborative filtering) approach or have compared content-based and collaborative filtering 

approaches. 

 Wilson and Chaudhury et al. [38] proposed an approach to enhance standard collaborative 

filtering recommenders by using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to learn hidden properties of 

items, depicted in terms of topic proportions and derived from their textual description. They 

inferred a user’s topic preferences in a similar way as the items, based on the user’s rating history. 

They used a combined similarity measure involving rating overlap and similarity in the hidden 

topic space to compute similarity between users. This allowed them to alleviate the sparsity 
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problem in recommended items and improve quality of generated recommendations. Each item’s 

(movie) metadata was represented as a document (movie summary). They applied LDA on the 

document corpus to get the latent topic space for each item and performed the topic modelling 

task on each item. After this they created topic-distribution vectors for the users, which 

constitutes their user profile, in the same latent topic space. After modelling all the users and 

representing them in the same space, they calculated the similarity between users as a product of 

rating overlap-based similarity and latent topic similarity. Then they used this hybrid similarity 

measure while building the user neighborhood, or in other words the set of users similar to a user, 

instead of the standard rating overlap-based similarity. In their experiments, they compared the 

performance of their hybrid neighborhood based collaborative filtering recommender with the 

simple user based collaborative filtering recommender and item based collaborative filtering 

recommender. Their proposed hybrid neighborhood collaborative filtering recommender 

outperformed the other two approaches. 

Salehi and Kmalabadi [48] proposed a learning material recommendation approach which 

is based on modelling of materials in a multidimensional space of material’s attribute. They 

modeled every user by a matrix that considers multi-attribute of materials. This approach adapts 

to the user’s preference and changing interests. It uses both content-based filtering and 

collaborative filtering as well as some hybrid approaches. The contextual information about an 

item is used to model user’s learning preference. Their main objective was to develop a 

recommendation algorithm that considers the attributes of learning materials while performing 

recommendations for the users. They made user profiles for the learners based on the attribute 

values of items that the user consumed and rated in the form of a personal preference matrix for 

the user [48]. Apart from content-based and collaborative filtering, they also proposed a few 
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hybrid approaches namely, Most Frequently Visited materials, Most Similar Visited materials to 

target learner, Most Similar Visited to the Most Similar Learners and Most Frequently Visited to 

the Most Similar Learners. These hybrid approaches differ in the way of how they calculated the 

scores to form the Matrix representations for the weight vectors. They concluded that their 

approach of considering attributes of materials was better than traditional recommendation 

approaches.  

These papers described different recommendation approaches such as hybrid approach 

for recommendations by combining collaborative filtering-based recommender with LDA based 

similarity measures; and material recommendation approach which uses both content-based 

filtering and collaborative filtering as well as some hybrid approaches. In our thesis, we 

compared collaborative filtering recommendations with content-based recommendations using 

LDA algorithm and TF-IDF algorithm. 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have reviewed some of the concepts used in the rest of this thesis and 

also discussed the related work done in the area of user profile modelling and recommendations 

based on content and collaborative filtering. From these reviews, we can see that most of the 

proposed user profile modelling [29], [30] use different types of user information such as user 

attributes, user implicit/explicit ratings and recommender systems [32], [35], [38] uses different 

types of recommendation approaches for generating recommendations such as content-based 

approach, collaborative filtering approach and hybrid approach.  

While a recommender system can generate a very good recommendation using content-

based approach, the user may be interested in the results from collaborative filtering approach.  
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Finding the most relevant article, the most popular article or the most similar article based on 

mutual relationship between the article and the user is not always the solution for recommender 

system. Recommender systems need to be trained on the users’ past preferences and their historic 

interactions so as to build best possible user profile for individual user and generate most relevant 

recommendations for them. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

UTILIZING USER FEEDBACK DATA FOR CONTENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 

This chapter presents the proposed methods of utilizing user feedback data for content 

recommendations. The proposed methodology includes two major recommendation approaches: 

content-based filtering approach and collaborative filtering approach. In content-based filtering 

approach, we use TF-IDF algorithm and LDA algorithm for content profile modelling and user 

profile modelling. In collaborative filtering approach, we use user feedback score and Matrix 

Factorization algorithm for generating recommendations. In the following sections, we explain 

the overall system architecture for recommendations, content-based filtering model, 

collaborative filtering model and recommendation engine. 

3.1 System Architecture 

This research mainly focuses on utilizing user feedback data for generating content 

recommendations using content-based approach and collaborative-filtering approach. In content-

based approach, content profile and user profile are created according to the content information 

and user’s interaction history. These profiles are generated using two techniques that are TF-IDF 

[1, 11] and LDA Algorithm [1, 42].  

In the previous chapter, we reviewed content-based filtering approach and collaborative 

filtering approach. In content-based filtering, we reviewed TF-IDF algorithm and LDA algorithm 

and in collaborative filtering approach, we reviewed Matrix Factorization algorithm.  

Now we want to compare recommendations generated by content-based filtering 

approach and collaborative-filtering approach for the CMS dataset which we are using in this 

research work. Furthermore, we want to compare LDA based content profile and user profile 
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representation with TF-IDF based representation to see which one could generate better 

recommendations when being used in content-based filtering approach.  

  
Figure 1: Overall System Architecture for Recommendations 

To do that in a systematic way, we have designed the overall system architecture that has 

enabled this comparison. Figure 1 shows the overall system architecture for recommendation 

systems which is followed in this research project. 

This system architecture has two major components for generating recommendations: 

content-based filtering model and collaborative filtering model. This chapter describes both 

components of this system in detail, the input and the output at each step and the algorithms 

which are involved in this framework. 

The first step is to extract required user implicit/explicit feedback data and contents of 

the posts from the dataset. Both extracted items (user feedback data and contents of the posts) 
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are the input for the content-based filtering model and user feedback data is the only input for 

the collaborative filtering model. In content-based filtering model, first, we model content 

profiles using TF-IDF algorithm and LDA algorithm; second, we model user profile using user 

feedback data and last, we feed user profile and content profiles to cosine similarity algorithm 

for profile matching and generating recommendations. In collaborative filtering model, we use 

matrix factorization algorithm with user feedback data and generate recommendations. 

3.2 Content-Based Filtering Model 

The first component of the overall system architecture is content-based filtering model. 

This component is further divided to show the detailed content profile modelling architecture 

including input data corpus, corpus pre-processing, content profile modelling algorithms; 

detailed user profile modelling; and content-based recommendations using similarity algorithm. 

Figure 2 shows detailed content-based filtering model architecture from input as the dataset to 

the output as the content recommendations. 

3.2.1 Content Profile Modelling 

The research methodology is carried out using two different content profile modeling 

approaches (LDA and TF-IDF) to compare their recommendation results. This section covers 

each of the components of the architecture shown in Figure 2: 

1. Corpus Pre-Processing 

2. Content Profile Modelling using LDA 

3. Content Profile Modelling using TF-IDF 
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Figure 2: Detailed Content-Based Filtering Model 

• Corpus Pre-Processing 

 The framework takes the corpus as the input. The corpus is taken from the dataset which 

contains title and contents of the documents/posts. This CMS dataset is used in the whole 

research project for providing effective content recommendations to individual users. There are 

6900 documents in the dataset known as posts. Some posts are extemporaneously given while 

others are downloaded from the internet using data crawling technique based on the post’s URL 

information. We have only kept posts in English in the final corpus. The downloaded contents 

of the posts are saved in a new table in the same dataset. 
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 The corpus has to be cleaned initially by removing HTML tags, URLs, hashtags, symbols, 

and punctuation marks. This is done so as to simplify the content to the bare essence of the corpus 

and then algorithms like TF-IDF and LDA are applied on the cleaned corpus. The conversion of 

source files into simple text is a bit complicated since the posts are in different formats such as 

HTML and XML. The use of regular expressions proved very helpful in extracting the text from 

the source files. After all the cleaning, the corpus contains cleaned, text-only format of post 

contents.  

Other punctuations do not require any special handling. Thus, their removal is simple and 

easily done. These punctuations include the question mark, hash mark, dollar sign, exclamation 

mark, arithmetic symbols, tilde, percentage sign, comma, ampersand, quotes, braces, colon, 

period and semi colon. Basically, any symbol that is not alphabets or numerical digits is removed 

from the corpus. 

Afterwards we remove formatting such as bold, italics, underlines, blockquotes and 

subscripts from the text as well. This is required so that these terms get represented as readable 

and do not get passed to the algorithm as separate ineligible words during the content profile 

modelling. The simplified form of each post is the cleaned version, to be used by the content 

profiling model. 

Figure 3: List of some common stopwords. 

In the last step, we remove stopwords from the corpus. The stopwords removal is an 

important step for content-based filtering model. Figure 3 shows a list of common stopwords. In 

natural language processing, there are many libraries which have pre-defined stop-word list. 

a an and are as at be by from 
has he in i is it of on same 
should so some such that  the this to them 

there then very was were who which with will…. 
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They detect stopwords accordingly and remove them from the whole corpus. The stopwords are 

the words which are present in almost all the documents, but they do not contain any important 

information about the documents. 

• Content Profile Modelling using LDA 

In this section, we use LDA algorithm for content profile modelling. The cleaned corpus, 

mentioned in the previous section, are given as an input to the topic modelling process. In 

addition to that, we also set parameters for the LDA algorithm, for example, number of topics 

and number of keywords per topic. LDA then generates a topic model using this information. 

That model then gets consumed by our custom code to create a topic-based scored documents. 

For the topic modeling on this corpus, we choose the LDA model introduced by Blei et al. [13].  

Described below is the main formula that the joint distribution of a topic mixture 

𝜃given by LDA and the parameters α and β, z, w: 

			𝑝(𝜃, 𝑧, 𝑤|𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝑝(𝜃|𝛼)∏ 𝑝(𝑧.|𝜃)𝑝(𝑤.|𝑧., 𝛽)/
.01     (3.1) 

Where, 

• N is the number of topics and M is the number of keywords in N, 

• α is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distributions, 

•  β is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distribution, 

• m is a specific document in the corpus,  

• 𝜃 is the topic distribution for document m, 

• z is the set of N topics in document m,  

• and w is set of M words in document m. 
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LDA model uses this formula for all the documents of the corpus to generate scores for 

each topic for each document and then every document is assigned to the topic which has the 

highest score. The LDA algorithm is defined below: 

 

Algorithm 1: Latent Dirichlet Allocation  

Input: Corpus D 
Output: Topic assignments Z, Document-Topic Matrix M 
(1) Step 1: [Make a pass through all documents in corpus D for each topic update] 
(2) foreach iteration do 
(3)       repeat 
(4)             update document/topic distribution  
(5)             update topic to words assignments 
(6)             compute topic score using (3.1) 
(7)       until convergence 
(8) end for 
(9) Step 2: 
(10)  update topic/word assignments Z 
(11)  update document-topic matrix M [Global score update for all the documents] 
(11) end 

 
In this way, LDA assigns topic scores to all the documents and at the end we get a topic-

based model which has topics with respect to documents and their scores.  
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Figure 4: Example of LDA algorithm 

In Figure 4, an example is shown for LDA topic modelling [13]. The example shows four 

topics with different keywords and documents with topic proportions and assignments. The 

topics are assigned to each of the documents by applying LDA algorithm. Column bars (on the 

right side) represent topic scores for the document. As we can see, for the top document, one 

topic is missing, and thus only three bars are shown in the bar graph, which means the document 

only covers three topics. Also, the bar for yellow topic is greater than bars for other topics. 

Therefore, the topic in yellow is assigned to this document. In a similar way, topics can be 

assigned to the rest of the documents in the corpus. 

• Content Profile Modelling using TF-IDF 

 Another approach which we use to model content profile is TF-IDF. The TF-IDF formula 

is used by the matrix model builder to create a word-value matrix using the cleaned corpus.  

 Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is one of the popular 

measurement techniques in the field of Information Retrieval to calculate term weight values in 

the vector space model. It makes the following assumptions while measuring the term weights 

[41]–  

• TF assumption – if a term occurs many times in a document then it is closely related to 

that document 

• IDF assumption – if a term occurs in most of the documents in the corpus then it is not 

very descriptive term for any document. 

• Normalization assumption – if a document is longer than another then it should not affect 

their comparison result between them. 
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Only the current document is considered while calculating the TF value. For TF value 

calculation, we choose the TF-IDF model introduced by Salton et al. [49]. Where 𝑓3,4 is the 

frequency of the term t in a document d. 

	𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) = log(1 +𝑓3,4)    (3.2) 

Inverse document frequency is used to depict a term’s occurrence over all the documents.  

This value is used with the term frequency measurement to decrease the significance of terms 

such as this, is, etc. that appear in many documents [31]. This means that if a term has a high 

occurrence in a single document but does not appear too many times in the rest of the documents 

then that term has a high importance for that document and provides more information about that 

document than other terms.   

				𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) = 	 log |@|
4(3)

     (3.3) 

Where D (corpus) is the set of all the documents and d(t) is the number of documents that 

contain the term t in them. Therefore, the TF-IDF weight of a term t in a document d is –  

				𝑇𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) = 𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) × 𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡)   (3.4) 

The TF-IDF algorithm is defined below:  

Algorithm 2: Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency  

Input: Corpus D 
Output: TF-IDF weights, Document-Term Matrix M 
(1) Step 1: [Make a pass through all the documents in D (corpus)] 
(2) foreach document in D do 
(3)       repeat 
(4)             compute IDF (inverse document frequency) using (3.3) 
(5)             foreach term do 
(6)                  repeat 
(7)                       compute TF (term frequency) for each term using (3.2) 
(8)                       compute TF-IDF weights for each term using (3.4) 
(9)             end for 
(10) end for 
(11) Step 2: 
(12)            update document-term matrix M [Global score update for all the documents] 
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(13) end 

In this way, the algorithm assigns TF-IDF scores to all the terms and at the end we get a 

documents-term matrix which has terms with respect to the documents and their scores. 

3.2.2 User Profile Modelling  

User profile consists of a vector of weights which depict the user’s preference. Each 

weight in the vector corresponds to a certain set of interactions or aspect related to the user/item 

interaction. These interactions can be of any type and their selection mostly depends on the type 

and the domain of dataset used by the recommender. For example, author name, title, content 

etc. could be appropriate attributes for the dataset of books. The weights can be calculated by a 

multitude of information retrieval and content-based filtering techniques [1].  

 In this thesis, we focus on developing a user preference-based recommendation so as to 

generate more user-oriented models and collect more reliable recommendation scores. The 

process involves representing the user preferences as a collection of interactions that are grouped 

under categories for calculating the user profiles. After examining the user’s historical data and 

interactions, we calculate the user’s preference score pertaining to those categories. 

The interactions or user feedback data which show user/item interactions internally on 

the CMS such as like, comment, impression and clickthrough come under the category known 

as Direct Interaction. The interactions which show data is shared externally by the users on their 

social networking websites such as shares, re-shares, reply, retweets come under Social Share 

category. And the interactions like reading duration and the number of reads which show reading 

progress made by a user internally on the CMS itself come under the Reading Statistics Category. 

The flow diagram of the approach related to user’s preference score calculation for the three 

categories is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: User Feedback Score Calculation 

The methodology includes the following steps. First, user/post implicit interactions and 

explicit interactions are extracted from the dataset. Second, these interactions are categorized 

based on the type of interactions. Interactions are grouped under three main categories which are 

Direct Interaction, Social Share and Reading Statistics. Third, score is calculated for each 

category and overall feedback score is calculated for each user and post pair. 

The Direct Interaction category score is calculated which consists of user/post 

interactions made by users on the CMS itself that are direct share, direct impression, direct re-

share, direct like, direct comment and direct clickthrough. Equation 3.5 is used for Direct 

Interaction score calculation which is given below. 

Dup = wi*diup + ws*dsup + wl*dlup + wc*dcup + wr*drup + wt*dtup  (3.5) 

Where, 

• Dup = Direct Interaction score for one user on one post 

• wi, ws, wl, wc, wr, wt are weights for impression, share, like, comment, re-share and 

clickthrough respectively. 

Dataset 

Direct Interaction 

 Like, Comment, 
Impression, Clickthrough 

etc. 

Share, Re-share, Reply 
and Retweet etc. 

No. of Reads and Reading 
Progress 

Social Share Reading Statistics 

Feedback Score Calculation 

Interactions 

Categories 
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• diup, dsup, dlup, dcup, drup, dtup are total numbers of direct impressions, direct shares, 

direct likes, direct comments, direct re-shares and direct clickthrough made by a 

user on a post respectively. The direct impressions and direct clickthrough are 

numerical values while direct shares, direct likes and direct re-shares are binary 

values. 

The Social Share category score is calculated which consists of user/post interactions 

made by users from CMS to other social networking websites including Facebook, Twitter and 

LinkedIn. Equation 3.6 is used for Social Share score calculation which is given below. 

Sup = wsh[fsup+tsup+lsup] + wim[fiup+tiup+liup] + wcl[fcup+tcup+lcup] + wco[fmup+tmup+lmup] + 

wre[frup+trup] + wli[flup+llup] + wfa[tfup]                                  (3.6) 

Where, 

• Sup = Social Share score for one user on one post 

• wsh, wim, wcl, wco, wre, wli, wfa are weights for share, impression, clickthrough, comment, 

reply, like and favourite respectively. 

• fsup, tsup, lsup represent whether a post is shared by a user on Facebook, Twitter and 

LinkedIn respectively. They are binary values, if a user shared a post then value is 1 

otherwise 0. 

• fiup, tiup, liup are numbers of impressions made by a user on a post on Facebook, Twitter 

and LinkedIn respectively. They are numerical values. 

• fcup, tcup, lcup are numbers of clickthrough made by a user on a post on Facebook, Twitter 

and LinkedIn respectively. They are numerical values. 

• fmup, tmup, lmup are numbers of comments made by a user on a post on Facebook, Twitter 

and LinkedIn respectively. They are numerical values. 
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• frup, trup are replies made by a user on a post on Facebook and Twitter respectively. These 

interactions are represented as binary values. 

• flup, llup represent whether a post is liked by a user on Facebook and LinkedIn 

respectively. These interactions are shown as binary values, if user liked a post then value 

is 1 otherwise 0. 

• tfup represents whether a post is favored by a user on Twitter. These interactions are 

represented as binary values. 

The Reading Statistics category score is calculated which consists of user/post implicit 

interactions made by users on CMS itself that are number of reads and reading progress. Equation 

3.7 is used for Reading Statistics score calculation which is given below. 

Rup = wn*rnup + wp*rpup      (3.7) 

Where, 

• Rup = Reading Statistics score for one user on one post 

• wn, wp, are weights for number of reads and reading progress respectively. 

• rnup, rpup, are number of reads on a post made by user and reading progress on a post 

made by user respectively. Reading Progress is a percentage value measuring how many 

percent of content has been read by the user. 

Lastly, the Feedback Score is calculated by adding scores from all the categories together 

with the weights defined by us for each category. The equation used to calculate the Feedback 

Score is shown below.  

FSup = (Wx * Dup) + (Wy * Sup) + (Wz * Rup)   (3.8) 

Where, 
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• FSup = Feedback score for one user on one post 

• Dup = Direct Interaction score for one user on one post, calculated using Equation 3.5 

• Sup = Social Share score for one user on one post, calculated using Equation 3.6 

• Rup = Reading Statistics score for one user on one post, calculated using Equation 3.7 

• Wx = Weight for Direct Interaction category 

• Wy = Weight for Social Share category 

• Wz = Weight for Reading Statistics category 

In this way, we generate Feedback Score while considering all the categories and by 

adjusting weight, we can put different weights on different categories. We are going to define 

the weight values chosen for this work for each interaction in the next chapter.  

The next step is to model user profile for the individual users. So, after calculating score 

for each category and the overall feedback score, we can model user profile for each user. We 

use these calculated scores together with the content profiles of the posts that the user has 

interacted with to get the user profile for each user. In this way, we create multiple user profiles 

based on the different combinations of user/post interaction categories (Direct Interaction, Social 

Share, Reading Statistics and Feedback Score) and content profiles (LDA and TF-IDF).  

3.2.3 Content-Based Recommendations 

One typical problem caused by the data sparsity is the cold start problem.  Cold start 

problem in recommender systems is relevant for new users, who have no preferences or historical 

interactions recorded, and for new items, which have no usage or interaction information 

existing. The content-based approach can naturally deal with the new-item cold-start problem 

because it mainly relies on the matching between content features of the item and the user profile, 

not on usage or rating of items. To deal with new-user cold-start problem, we use popularity-
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based strategy. The most popular posts are identified based on popularity of the posts with 

maximum views and recommended to the new users. 

For content-based recommendations, we use Cosine similarity algorithm in this thesis. 

Cosine similarity is considered as a heuristic based method in content-based filtering approaches 

[1]. For content-based recommendations, the Cosine similarity algorithm is used to find 

similarities between the items and the users. This is done by applying the cosine similarity to the 

TF-IDF weights vectors or the LDA weight vectors in the profiles.  

 To perform the recommendations of items for the user, the user profile is compared for 

similarity with the unseen items’ profiles [41]. This way, the items whose profiles are the closest 

or the most similar to the user’s profile are ranked the highest and thus are outputted by the 

content-based recommenders as recommendations for the user [56]. 

 Since each item has its own weight vectors created using either TF-IDF or LDA and every 

user profile is also represented by weight vectors of the implicit scores as well. Their similarity 

is measured by simply calculating the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. If the cosine 

of an angle between two vectors are close to 1, which means that the vectors are parallel or in 

other words, they are similar to each other. If the cosine is 0 then that implies perpendicularity 

between two vectors or in other words, they are totally different with each other. The equation 

for calculating the cosine similarity between two vectors A and B is,  

					𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐴, 𝐵) = 	 cosN𝐴, 𝐵P⃗ Q = 	𝐴. 𝐵P⃗
S𝐴S × S𝐵P⃗ ST                 (3.9) 

Where, A is the weight vector of an item calculated in content profile and B is the weight vector 

of the user profile. 
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3.3 Collaborative Filtering Model using Matrix Factorization 

 We choose to write the code for Collaborative Filtering recommender system ourselves 

even though there are various open source tools available for this. Figure 6 shows complete 

architecture of collaborative filtering using matrix factorization. To implement matrix 

factorization, we can use different types of decomposition techniques. In this thesis, the algorithm 

we use for matrix decomposition is SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). The model builder 

uses SVD to produce a matrix for all given users and all given posts. Suppose M is a m × n (m is 

number of rows and n is number of columns) matrix whose entries come from the variable K, 

which is the variable of non-negative real numbers. The factorization is called as a singular value 

decomposition of M of the form where: 

M= U Σ V∗     (3.10) 

• U is an m × m unitary matrix over K (if K= R, unitary matrices are orthogonal matrices), 

• V is an n × n unitary matrix over K, and V∗ is the conjugate transpose of V. 

• Σ is a diagonal m × n matrix with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, 
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Figure 6: Collaborative Filtering using Matrix Factorization architecture 

The diagonal entries σi of Σ are known as the singular values of M. A common 

convention is to list the singular values in descending order. In this case, the diagonal matrix is 

uniquely determined by M. In this way, it calculates the whole matrix using SVD approach. 

The biggest advantage of CF-MF (Collaborative Filtering-Matrix Factorization) is that it 

does not care about the items and does not need any content information about them for making 

the recommendations. It bases recommendations only on the similarities between users and their 

ratings (or other types of feedbacks). It works on the principle that if a group of users shared 

similar interests in the past then they will share the similar interests in the future. 
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3.4 Summary 

 In this chapter, we explain the methodology of our research in details. Since each user is 

unique and motivated differently, recommendations provided for one user may not work for 

another user. Some users are interested in finding contents they already read while others may 

be interested in finding new content. Therefore, we use content-based approach to generate 

recommendations as well as collaborative filtering-based recommendations.  

We have given a brief introduction of the overall system architecture for 

recommendations. Then we have described detailed content-based filtering model which 

includes content profile modelling, user profile modelling and content-based recommendations. 

Also, we have described collaborative filtering model using matrix factorization. The detailed 

content profile modelling provides the idea about the techniques which are used to generate 

content profiles. We have explained the methodology involved in generating user feedback score. 

Furthermore, we have described the different approaches used in generating recommendations 

for the users.  

Our recommendation model uses the user’s historical activity data to generate the best 

possible recommendations for the individual user. Our assumption is that the scores generated 

using yesterday’s user data can be effectively used to predict today’s articles for the user. In our 

next chapter, we will discuss the experiment we performed to evaluate our approach, including 

an implementation of the overall system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTS 

 
 

In this chapter, we discuss the experiment we performed in order to determine the 

accuracy of our proposed recommendation system. First, we start with how the CMS data is 

collected. The content and interaction data which are used to implement the proposed system are 

also explained in this subsection. Second, we present the programming languages and libraries 

which are used to design the overall system. Third, we describe the evaluation phase of the 

proposed recommendation system and show the results which are obtained from the testing phase 

of the system. After that, the evaluation metrics that are used to appraise the proposed system are 

given in the next subsection. Finally, we show the comparison between the proposed approaches 

with analysis and discussion on those results.  

4.1 The CMS Dataset 

We perform the experiment to validate the accuracy of our proposed recommendation 

system. We start with implementing the proposed algorithms. As we have defined the system in 

modules, we implement different modules separately.  

The dataset we use in this experiment is a company’s CMS dataset. The duration of data 

collection is more than four years starting from February 27, 2013 to September 28, 2017. We 

use this CMS dataset to generate recommendations in our experiment for effective content 

suggestions to the individual user of the dataset. The dataset has two major entities: posts and 

users. The current dataset consists of 250 users, 6900 posts as well as the user/post interactions. 

In order to build the entire model, we collect the posts’ information and users’ information from 

the server using SQL queries. The main post information we extracted are described below. 
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• Post ID: It is a unique value provided to each individual post. It is very important for the 

content profile generation as it is used as an index value. 

• Post Title: This feature describes the title of the post. Every post has a title and is 

available in the dataset. So, we use this feature for content profile generation. 

• Post URLs: This feature provides the URL address of the post. It stores URL information 

for every post. 

• Post Content: This feature is available in the dataset for some posts and for the remaining 

posts, we downloaded the contents of the posts using data crawler based on their URLs. 

As our recommender system is not directly connected to the online service, we extract 

the data from the internet and made it available to our system. We compose the list of 

posts’ URLs to be used for downloading of data. Then we store the downloaded content 

along with other features. 

Similarly, we extract user information from the dataset. The current dataset has around 

250 users in total and some users have hundreds of interactions with the posts. We only extract 

major interactions to generate user profile for our recommendation system. For each of the users 

for whom we want to generate recommendations, we extract the following information related 

to user interactions. 

• User ID: It represents a unique ID for each individual user. It is very important for the 

user profile generation as it is used as an index value for it. 

• Direct Share: It provides information about whether a user has shared a post directly on 

the CMS. For example, if a user has shared a post on CMS directly, then interaction value 

for that user-post pair is 1 otherwise 0. 
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• Direct Impression: It provides information about the number of impressions directly 

provided by the user on the CMS for a post. It is a numerical value. 

• Direct Re-share: It provides information about whether a user has re-shared a post 

directly on the CMS. The interaction value for direct re-share is represented by a binary 

value for each user-post pair. 

• Direct Like: It provides information about whether a user has liked the post directly on 

the CMS. These user-post interaction values are binary. 

• Direct Comment: It provides information about whether a user has commented on the 

posts directly on the CMS. These user-post interaction values are binary. 

• Direct Clickthrough: It provides information about the number of times a user has 

clicked the post directly on the CMS. These interactions are numerical values. 

• Twitter Share: It provides information about whether a user has shared post from CMS 

to other social networking websites, in this case, the social networking website is Twitter. 

These interactions are binary values. 

• Twitter Impression: It provides information about the number of impressions provided 

by users on the post on Twitter website. These interactions are numerical values. 

• Twitter Retweet: It provides information about whether a user has retweeted on the post 

on Twitter. These interactions are binary values. 

• Twitter Favorite: It provides information about whether a user has marked post as 

favourite on Twitter. These interactions are binary values. 

• Twitter Reply: It provides information about whether a user has replied on the post on 

Twitter. These interactions are binary values. 
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• Twitter Clickthrough: It provides information about the number of times the post has 

been clicked on Twitter. These interactions are numerical values. 

• Facebook Share: It provides information about whether a user has shared post from 

CMS to other social networking websites, in this case, the social networking website is 

Facebook. These interactions are binary values. 

• Facebook Impression: It provides information about the number of impressions 

provided by users on the post on Facebook website. These interactions are numerical 

values. 

• Facebook Re-share: It provides information about whether a user has re-shared a post 

on Facebook. These interactions are binary values. 

• Facebook Like: It provides information about whether a user has liked the post on 

Facebook. These interactions are binary values. 

• Facebook Comment: It provides information about whether a user has commented on 

Facebook. These interactions are binary values. 

• Facebook Clickthrough: It provides information about the number of times the post has 

been clicked on Facebook. These interactions are numerical values. 

• LinkedIn Share: It provides information about whether a user has shared post from CMS 

to other social networking websites, in this case, the social networking website is 

LinkedIn. These interactions are binary values. 

• LinkedIn Impression: It provides information about the number of impressions 

provided by users on the post on LinkedIn. These interactions are numerical values. 

• LinkedIn Like: It provides information about whether a user has liked the post on 

LinkedIn. These interactions are binary values. 
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• LinkedIn Comment: It provides information about whether a user has commented on 

LinkedIn. These interactions are binary values. 

• LinkedIn Clickthrough: It provides information about the number of times the post has 

been clicked on LinkedIn. These interactions are numerical values. 

• Number of reads Internally: It provides information about how many times a user has 

read the post directly on the CMS itself. 

• Reading Duration Internally: It provides information about the user’s reading duration 

for a specific post directly on the CMS. It shows the percentage of the post the user has 

finished reading. 

All of the above given user interactions are used in this experiment. The user profiles are 

generated based on these interactions. First, we categorize the interactions into three categories 

as described below. 

• Direct Interaction: This category consists of interactions which show user/post 

interactions directly on the CMS, for example, direct share, direct impression and direct 

like. Table 1 shows statistical information about this category. 

Table 1: Statistical information about Direct Interaction category 

Description Number of Interactions 
Total number of direct interactions  20868 
Total number of users with direct 
interactions 

150 

• Social Share: This category consists of information which shows user shared/liked posts 

from CMS to the other social networking websites, for example, Twitter share, Facebook 

share and LinkedIn share. Table 2 shows statistical information about this category. 

Table 2: Statistical information about Social Share category 
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Description Number of Interactions 
Total number of social shares 28363 
Total number of users with social shares 165 

• Reading Statistics: This category consists of user’s post reading details, for example, 

number of reads and reading duration on the CMS. Table 3 shows statistical information 

about this category. 

Table 3: Statistical information about Reading Statistics category 

Description Number of Interactions 
Total number of posts with reading stats 10985 
Total number of users with reading stats 134 

 
Table 4: User interactions and default weight values 

User Interactions  Interaction Category Default Weight Values 
Direct Share Direct Interaction 3 
Direct Impression Direct Interaction  1 
Direct Re-share  Direct Interaction  5 
Direct Like  Direct Interaction  5 
Direct Comment  Direct Interaction  5 
Direct Clickthrough  Direct Interaction  5 
Twitter Share Social Share 3 
Twitter Impression            Social Share 1 
Twitter Retweet               Social Share 5 
Twitter Favorite Social Share 5 
Twitter Reply Social Share 5 
Twitter Clickthrough Social Share 5 
Facebook Share Social Share 3 
Facebook Impression Social Share 1 
Facebook Reply Social Share 5 
Facebook Like Social Share 5 
Facebook Comment             Social Share 5 
Facebook Clickthrough Social Share 5 
LinkedIn Share               Social Share 3 
LinkedIn Impression          Social Share 1 
LinkedIn Like               Social Share 5 
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LinkedIn Comment             Social Share 5 
LinkedIn Clickthrough Social Share 1 
Number of reads Reading Statistics 5 
Reading duration Reading Statistics 5 

The predefined weights for all of these interactions are shown in Table 4. We generate 

overall feedback score considering all these three categories. We also calculate feedback score 

by considering each category separately to identify which category has greater impact on the 

recommendations. For the feedback score calculation for each category, we used predefined 

weight provided in the CMS dataset.  

4.2 Model Implementation 

 In this research, we have used MAC Operating System Sierra and we installed all required 

libraries and platforms. The main programming language used for the model implementation in 

this thesis project is Python. Python is a high-level language that provides us the versatility 

required for this project. For the model implementation, we used Python 2.7 version using IDLE 

which is the default python IDE and for the compilation and interpretation of the results we used 

command prompt window. One reason we chose Python is that most of the frameworks and 

libraries used in the field of Machine Learning and Data Mining are available in Python and are 

regularly maintained.  

We used many libraries to implement our system. We used Pandas library to build the 

data frames and regular expressions to clean the data. To model the user interest on a given post, 

we aggregate all the interactions the user has performed on an item by a weighted sum approach 

and apply a log transformation to smooth the distribution. Other libraries we used include Scikit-

Learn [43], Mallet [44] and MySQL Connector. 

Scikit-Learn [43] is an open source machine learning library for Python Language. It 

provides a diverse collection of algorithms for supervised and unsupervised machine learning via 
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an interface in Python. In this thesis, we use Scikit-Learn library for implementing TF-IDF 

algorithm and Cosine Similarity algorithm. 

 Mallet [44] is a statistical natural language processing library. It is widely used for 

document classification, clustering, topic modelling, information extraction etc. In this thesis, we 

use Mallet for the purpose of topic modelling which is essentially a probabilistic model of the 

words appearing in a corpus. 

 We also use SQL (Structured Query Language), a popular language for accessing and 

manipulating databases, and MySQL Connector in Python code for extracting the data required 

for this project before pre-processing and cleaning it so as to prepare it as an input for the text 

processing algorithms. 

4.3 Model Evaluation 

 The model evaluation is, as the name suggests, used to evaluate the performance of our 

approaches. It takes the ranked lists of recommended items from the recommender systems and 

then performs calculations to quantify the results. In this project, we compare the output of the 

three recommendation approaches (TF-IDF, LDA and CF) mentioned in Chapter 3 by using the 

metrics depicted by the confusion matrix. We have chosen the precision, recall and f1-score as 

the evaluation metrics.  

The complete process for this thesis work is outlined as stages with the components in 

Figure 7. First stage is to get the dataset, second stage is to compute recommendations and third 

stage is to evaluate and compare recommendations. Parallelization is possible for some sub-

stages but is not performed in this thesis work. 
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Figure 7: Complete process of evaluation and comparison of recommendations 

4.4 Evaluation Metrics  

In the proposed model, the dataset includes the posts, the users and the interactions that 

users have with the posts in the system. To evaluate the proposed system, the feedback score 

table needs to be divided into 2 parts. One part is needed for training phase of the proposed 

approach, the second part is needed for the testing phase of the proposed approach. Simple 

holdout approach is used, in which a random data sample (20% in this case) are kept aside in the 

training process, and exclusively used for testing. All evaluation metrics reported here are 

computed using the test set. With the train part of the table, the proposed system is trained and 

with the test part of the table the proposed system is evaluated. 

Dataset 
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To evaluate the proposed recommendations, we use the decision support metrics: 

precision, recall and f1-score [31]. We choose these metrics for the evaluation of our system 

because most of the recommender systems in the related literature work [6, 1, 77, 68] have used 

same evaluation metrics in their evaluation process. ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) 

curve is another popular option, which represents the combination result of precision and recall. 

Since f1-score summarizes the precision and recall of ROC curve and can be used in place of 

ROC curve [26], we have chosen to use f1-score instead of ROC curve in this work.  

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metric is another metric which can be used to test the 

prediction accuracy and this metric calculates the standard deviation between predicted implicit 

feedback score and the actual implicit feedback score [31]. According to [45] and [14], RMSE 

cannot reflect the real user experience. Users in the real recommender system applications are 

only interested in whether an item is recommended or not. But RMSE metric measures the 

accuracy by only relying on the predicted ratings (or feedback scores). The evaluated feedback 

score related to a post is not as important as the predicted classification of the post: like or not 

like. Because of these reasons, we have chosen not to use RMSE to evaluate the proposed 

recommendation approaches.  

To use these metrics, the predicted scores and the actual scores should be converted to 

the binary scale: positive and negative. A relevant post for a specific user-post pair means that 

this post is a good recommendation for the user. We categorize the recommendation results as 

shown in Table 5 to calculate the evaluation metrics. 

Table 5: Categorization of recommendation results using confusion matrix 

Confusion Matrix Actual Positive Actual Negative 
Predicted Positive True Positive False Positive 
Predicted Negative False Negative True Negative 
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The posts whose scores are marked as positive (Actual Positive) and recommended to the 

users by the proposed system (Predicted as Positive) are considered as True Positive. The posts 

whose scores are marked as positive (Actual Positive) but not recommended to the users by the 

proposed system (Predicted as Negative) are considered as False Negative (FN). The posts whose 

ratings are marked as negative (Actual Negative) but recommended to the users by the proposed 

system (Predicted as Positive) are considered as False Positives (FP). The posts whose score are 

marked as negative (Actual Negative) and not recommended to the users by the proposed system 

(Predicted as Negative) are considered as True Negatives (TN). After predicting the 

recommendation results, we calculate the precision, recall and f1-score metrics for each 

recommendation approach by using Equation 4.1, Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3, respectively.  

	𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = [\
[\]^\

     (4.1) 

Precision can be described as the ratio of number of posts predicted as positive and 

defined as positive to the number of posts that are predicted as positive. This ratio shows the 

probability of a recommended post is liked by the user.  

	𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = [\
[\]^/

                                            (4.2) 

Recall can be defined as the ratio of the number of posts predicted as positive and defined 

as positive to the number of posts which are defined as positive in the system. This ratio shows 

the probability of a liked post is recommended by the system to the user.  

                                              𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗ \bcdefeg.∗hcdijj
\bcdefeg.]hcdijj

                                     (4.3)                                 

F1-score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. It conveys balance between 

the precision and recall metrics. 
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4.5 Results and Analyses 

We generate recommendations using two different approaches: content-based approach 

and collaborative filtering approach. The time taken to generate collaborative filtering 

recommendations is less as compared to content-based recommendations. The collaborative 

filtering approach takes approximately 12 minutes in generating recommendations with 

evaluation results while TF-IDF approach takes approximately 16 minutes and LDA approach 

takes approximately 17 minutes in generating recommendations. The possible reason for the 

difference in their running time (the collaborative filtering approach and content-based 

approaches) is that in content-based filtering approach, the content profile and user profile both 

are generated in order to provide recommendations while in collaborative filtering only user 

feedback score-based matrix is generated for providing recommendations. 

In the content-based approach we use two different algorithms to generate content 

profiles: TF-IDF and LDA. We have generated four content profiles by using these two 

algorithms which are described below. 

• TF-IDF (title only): In this profile, we have considered titles of the posts only 

and then we have implemented TF-IDF algorithm on the titles of the posts to 

generate this content profile. 

• TF-IDF (content): In this profile, we have considered whole contents of the posts 

and then we have implemented TF-IDF algorithm on the contents of the posts to 

generate this content profile. 

• LDA (title only): For this profile, we have considered titles of the posts only and 

then we have implemented LDA algorithm on the titles of the posts to generate 

this content profile. 
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• LDA (content): In this profile, we have considered contents of the posts and then 

we have implemented LDA algorithm on the contents of the posts to generate this 

content profile. 

In this way, we have generated 4 different content profiles by using two algorithms. We 

have also generated 4 different user interaction categories which are defined below: 

• Direct Interaction: This category considers the feedback score only from direct 

interaction category. 

• Social Share: This category considers the feedback score only from social share 

category. 

• Reading Statistics: This category considers the feedback score only from reading 

statistics category. 

• Feedback Score: This category considers the overall feedback score which is 

aggregated score of all three categories. 

Then user profiles are calculated by using above described user interaction categories and 

by using 4 content profiles. In this way, in total 16 user profiles are created by all possible 

combinations of content-profiles and user-profiles. 

Afterwards, we have matched all of these four content profiles with all user profiles by 

using cosine similarity algorithm and we compute recommendations. These recommendations 

are then evaluated and compared for all these models. We have also implemented collaborative 

filtering-based model by using matrix factorization to compare our content-based 

recommendations with the collaborative filtering-based recommendations.  
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4.5.1 Evaluation Results for Top-K Recommendations 

In the context of recommendations, we are most likely to be interested in recommending 

top-k posts to the user as it makes more sense to compute precision, recall and f1-score metrics 

for the first k posts instead of all the posts. The top-k precision, top-k recall and top-k f1-score is 

defined by k where k a is integer set by us to match the top-k recommendations.  

First, we have considered Precision at k which means the proportion of recommended 

items in the top-k set that are relevant. For example, assume that our precision at 20 in a top-20 

recommendation problem is 80%. This means that 80% of the recommendation we made are 

relevant to the user. Mathematically, Precision@k is defined in in Equation 4.4: 

				𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛@𝑘 = mnopqr	st	rqusooqvwqw	xyqoz	@{	y|}y	}rq	rq~q�}vy
mnopqr	st	rqusooqvwqw	xyqoz	@{

                    (4.4) 

Second, we have considered Recall at k which means the proportion of relevant items 

found in the top-k recommendations. For example, assume that we computed recall at 20 and 

found it is 70% in our top-20 recommendation system. This means that 70% of the total number 

of the relevant items appear in the top-20 results. Mathematically, Recall@k is defined in 

Equation 4.5: 

					𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘 = mnopqr	st	rqusooqvwqw	xyqoz	@{	y|}y	}rq	rq~q�}vy
�sy}~	vnopqr	st	rq~q�}vy	xyqoz

                    (4.5) 

Third, we have considered F1-score at k which provides harmonic mean of the 

precision@k and recall@k metrics. Mathematically, F1-score@k is defined in Equation 4.6: 

                                     𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒@𝑘 = 2 ∗ \bcdefeg.@�∗hcdijj@�
\bcdefeg.@�]hcdijj@�

                                    (4.6)                                

So, instead of measuring average precision, average recall and average f1-score for our 

recommendations, we have measured top-k precision, top-k recall and top-k f1-score for all of our 

recommendation approaches where we set k as 10 and 20. First, we compare recommendations 

from all the models based on top-k precision where k is set as 10 and 20. 
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• Precision@10: This evaluation of the recommendations is based on precision metric 

where we evaluate precision score for top-10 recommendations. Figure 8 shows 

precision@10 scores for all the algorithms with all possible comparisons. 

 

Figure 8: Evaluation of recommendations using Precision@10 

First, we compare TF-IDF (title only) content profile with all four user profiles 

(Feedback Score, Direct Interaction, Social Share and Reading Statistics) and we get 

maximum value of precision@10 from overall feedback score user profile which is 

77.52% and lowest value of 73% from category 3 reading statistics user profile.  

Second, we compare TF-IDF (content) based content profile with all four user 

profiles and we get maximum value of precision@10 from feedback score user profile 

which is 71.98% and lowest value of 67.34% from category 3 reading statistics user 

profile. 

Third, we compare LDA (title only) content profile with all four user profiles and 

we achieve maximum value of precision@10 from feedback score user profile which is 

75.76% and lowest value of 71.22% from category 3 reading statistics user profile. 
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Fourth, we implement LDA (content) based content profile with all four user 

profiles and we get maximum value of precision@10 from feedback score user profile 

which is 70.38% and lowest value of 65.96% from category 3 reading statistics user 

profile. 

Lastly, we implement CF using matrix factorization for all four user profiles and 

we achieve highest score of precision@10 from social share user profile which is 72.54% 

and lowest score of 69.52% from category 3 reading statistics user profile for CF based 

recommendations. 

By comparing all the results for Precision@10, we get maximum value from TF-

IDF (title only) content profile for overall feedback score user profile which is 77.52% 

and we get lowest value of 65.96% for LDA (content) content profile for reading statistics 

user profile. The reading statistics is usually the lowest among all user profiles because 

we have a smaller number of interactions in this category as compared to other categories. 

• Precision@20: In this part, the recommendations are evaluated using same precision 

metric formula but here we evaluate precision score for top-20 recommendations instead 

of top-10. Figure 9 shows precision@20 scores for all the algorithms with all possible 

comparisons. 
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Figure 9: Evaluation of recommendations using Precision@20 

Figure 9 shows the results for precision@20 for all the algorithms, we get 

maximum value from TF-IDF (title only) content profile for overall feedback score user 

profile which is 88.6% and we get lowest value of 75.38% for LDA (content) content 

profile for reading statistics user profile. 

We can check the results shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for a comparative 

analysis of precision@10 and precision@20 for all the approaches. The figures depict 

that precision@10 values and precision@20 values show relatively same pattern for 

content-based approaches (TF-IDF and LDA) and for CF approach. 

• Recall@10: This evaluation of the recommendations is based on recall metric where we 

evaluate recall score for top-10 recommendations. Figure 10 shows recall@10 scores for 

all the algorithms with all possible comparisons. We can observe similar pattern here. The 

best result for recall@10 is achieved by using TF-IDF (title only) approach with overall 

feedback score user profile, and the worse performance is from LDA (content) approach 

with reading statistics user profile. 
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Figure 10: Evaluation of recommendations using Recall@10 

• Recall@20: Recall@20 is computed by using same recall metric formula but we have 

measured recall score for top-20 recommendations this time. Figure 11 shows evaluation 

of recommendations using recall@20. Again, we observe similar patterns in terms of 

comparison between different approaches. Also, we can see that all the recall values are 

greater than 90%. It shows that when recommending top-20 results majority of the 

relevant posts can be identified by our algorithms. 
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Figure 11: Evaluation of recommendations using Recall@20 

From Figure 10 and Figure 11 we can compare between recall@10 and recall@20 for all the 

approaches. The figures depict that recall@10 values and recall@20 values show relatively same 

pattern for content-based approaches (TF-IDF and LDA) and for CF approach. 

• F1-score@10: Figure 12 shows evaluation of recommendations using f1-score@10. As 

f1-score is harmonic mean of precision and recall, and therefore we are getting balanced 

results for precision@10 and recall@10. 

 
 

Figure 12: Evaluation of recommendations using F1-score@10 

• F1-score@20: Similarly, we have measured f1-score for top-20 recommendations for all 

the approaches. Figure 13 shows evaluation using f1-score@20. 
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Figure 13: Evaluation of recommendations using Recall@20 

From Figure 12 and Figure 13 we can provide a comparison between f1-score@10 and 

f1-score@20 for all the approaches. The figures depict that the f1-score@10 values and f1-

score@20 values show comparatively similar pattern for content-based approaches (TF-IDF and 

LDA) and for CF approach. 

4.5.2 Results Comparison and Discussion 

The evaluation results for this overall model can be compared in many ways. Here we are 

considering three major ways to compare them: content profile based, user profile based, and 

approach based (content-based approach and collaborative filtering approach). 

First, we are going to compare all evaluation results on the basis of content-profiles. As 

we have already mentioned that there are total four different content profiles, namely TF-IDF 

(title only), TF-IDF (content), LDA (title only) and LDA (content). We are achieving better results 

from TF-IDF (title only) profile as compared to LDA (title only) profile. Similarly, we achieve 

better results from TF-IDF (content) profile as compared to LDA (content) profile. The result 

shows that TF-IDF approach is performing better than LDA approach for the content profile 
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generation for this CMS dataset. The possible reason behind this result is that LDA provides 

topic-based clustering with predetermined number of topics while in TF-IDF there is no such 

limitation. For LDA model, we have also tried different numbers of topics, for example: 10, 15 

and 20. And we get best results by using 15 as the number topics, but still TF-IDF outperforms 

the LDA model. The TF-IDF divides post corpus at term level while LDA divides post corpus at 

topic level. For this CMS dataset, term level division works better than topic level division 

because the dataset consists of less varieties of the posts. The discussed topics in these posts are 

relatively concentrated. All posts are company/organization related, which are quite focused on 

a few topics. LDA probably works better if the dataset is bigger and there is a variety of topics 

in the dataset. Second observation we can make on the results is that TF-IDF (title only) and LDA 

(title only) profiles work better than TF-IDF (content) and LDA (content) profiles. The main 

reason is that title contains specific and key information about the post and content contains the 

whole article which sometimes may have distracted the key messages. Again, due to the relatively 

concentrated topics, recommending posts to the users based on titles only are more useful for this 

CMS dataset as compared to the recommendations based on whole content.  

Second, we compare all the evaluation metrics on the basis of user profiles. We have in 

total four different categories of user profiles, namely Feedback Score, Direct Interaction, Social 

Share and Reading Statistics. The profiles are generated based on users’ historical data. The result 

shows that for content-based approaches (TF-IDF and LDA), Feedback Score profile is 

performing the best among all four profiles and for collaborative filtering-based approach, Social 

Share profile performs better than other profiles. If we consider three profile categories: Social 

Share, Direct Interaction and Reading Statistics, the Social Share category performs better than 

other two, second best performance is from Direct Interaction profile and last one is Reading 
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Statistics profile. The major reason behind this result is that there are more types of social shares 

in this category. In other words, we can say in this category, we have more types of user/post 

interactions as compared to the other categories and data is largely shared by users on their social 

networking websites. As a comparison, Reading Statistics profile has only two types of 

interactions. Therefore, Social Share profile works better than Direct Interaction profile and 

Reading Statistics Profile. While comparing Social Share profile with Feedback Score profile, 

the overall Feedback Score profile works slightly better for content-based recommendation 

approaches. For collaborative filtering recommendation approach, Social Share category works 

better. The possible reasons behind this result are described as follows. First, for collaborative 

filtering approach, types of interactions play an important role for providing recommendations 

which are maximum in Social Share profile and when we aggregate all the categories together, 

the poor performance from other two categories have negative impact on overall result. Second, 

it is easier and more accurate to predict a Social Share, but less accurate to predict Direct 

Interactions or Reading Statistics. 

Third, we compare all the evaluation metrics based on approaches. We used content-

based approach and collaborative filtering approach for generating recommendations. In 

content-based approach, we used TF-IDF and LDA algorithms and in collaborative filtering 

approach, we used Matrix Factorization algorithm. The result shows that we are getting better 

results from content-based approach as compared to collaborative filtering approach for all the 

evaluation metrics. There can be many reasons for this result, one of the likely reasons is that this 

is a small CMS dataset with not many users, posts and their interactions. The density of matrix 

is 3.5% for this CMS dataset and the collaborative filtering approach works better if dataset is 

bigger and when matrix is dense. This analysis shows that content-profiles play a big role on 
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generating recommendations as compared to using only the user feedback data. In content-based 

approach, we consider content-profile as well as user profile for generating recommendations 

while in collaborative filtering approach, we consider feedback scores only for the 

recommendations. So, these results show that for this particular dataset combination of content-

profile and user profile generates better recommendations as compared to providing 

recommendations only based on feedback scores using collaborative filtering. 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we have explained the CMS dataset we used in our experiment, the 

experiment design and we have provided details of the implementation. By analyzing and 

evaluating our results, we showed that our proposed approaches provide good recommendations 

for the users of this CMS dataset. By comparing the results obtained by using content-based 

approach with that of the collaborative filtering approach, we can see that content-based approach 

work better for this CMS dataset. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This chapter begins by summarizing the results of this research. After that major findings 

and contributions of research are presented. At the end, we present some potential directions for 

future work for generating content recommendations. 

5.1 Summary of Results 

 The research evaluates the effectiveness of generating content profiles and utilizing user 

feedback data for providing content recommendations. It generates recommendation for the 

effective content suggestion to individual users. In total we generated four types of content 

profiles: TF-IDF (title only), TF-IDF (content), LDA (title only), LDA (content) and four types 

of user profiles: Feedback Score, Direct Interaction, Social Share and Reading Statistics. We 

matched all content profiles with all user profiles by using Cosine Similarity algorithm for 

content-based recommendations. We also generated collaborative filtering recommendations for 

all users by using matrix factorization technique with user feedback scores. Furthermore, we 

have compared the content-based recommendations against collaborative filtering 

recommendations to see which recommendations are more effective for content suggestions. 

The TF-IDF based content profiles are compared with LDA based content profiles and 

analysis shows that TF-IDF based content profiles outperformed LDA based content profiles. 

The TF-IDF (title only) content profile with Feedback Score user profile was shown to be very 

effective on the tested CMS dataset and produced high precision@k, recall@k and f1-score@k 

values. The poor results appeared to have been generated from the worst profile combination – 

LDA (content) content profile with Reading Statistics user profile. This behavior is due to the 
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fact that for this CMS dataset, topic modelling is not that much effective as compared to TF-IDF 

modelling. 

The content-based recommendations are then compared with collaborative filtering-

based recommendations and results show that content-based recommendations work better for 

this CMS dataset as compared to collaborative filtering-based recommendations. Overall, the 

evaluation result shows that the combination of TF-IDF (title only) content profile with Feedback 

Score user profile generates the best recommendations for the users using this dataset. 

5.2 Major Research Findings 

The accuracy of recommendation algorithms and effectiveness of user or content 

profiling technique are highly depending on the CMS dataset. Our results show that:  

• Including more information doesn’t mean the better result. As we can see, Title Only 

category works better for this CMS dataset and the simpler model TF-IDF gives better 

result as compared to LDA model and CF-MF model;  

• Different types of user interaction data may have different impacts on recommendation 

accuracy, therefore it is necessary to explore and investigate the optimal way of using 

them in a recommender system; 

• For a relatively small and focused dataset, it is important to include all types of 

information to achieve a good result. As we can see, CF-MF model doesn’t include 

content of posts and therefore its performance is worse than the content-based filtering 

model. 

5.3 Major Research Contributions 

• Content profile generation: This research has explored different ways of generating 

content profiles: using the full text vs. the title only as the base for content profile, using 
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term-level information vs. topic-level information to represent content. Four different 

content profiles are tested on their effectiveness for facilitating recommendations.  

• Utilizing user feedback data: This research work also presents a unique way of utilizing 

user feedback data. First, we have extracted the feedback information that shows 

user/post interactions and then we have categorized those interactions based on the nature 

of interaction. We have calculated feedback score based on the interaction categories and 

tested their effectiveness of improving recommendation accuracy.  

• User profile generation: By considering different categories of user feedbacks, we have 

generated four different user profiles for the same CMS dataset. Then, we compare all 

these user profiles to evaluate which user profile has greater impact on generating 

content-based recommendations. It is important that user preference should be well 

understood by the system and user profiles should reflect user’s feedback score correctly. 

• Recommendations using CMS Dataset: The proposed recommendation algorithms 

have been evaluated on a real CMS dataset. We have shown that it is necessary to 

compare different recommendation approaches for a given domain and dataset. A popular 

approach that works effective for many datasets may not work equally well in all datasets. 

It is very important to test and compare their performances to choose the best one. 

5.4 Future Work 

While some of the results presented in this thesis are appealing, a number of areas for 

future work exist that may greatly improve the effectiveness of the system. 

To validate the proposed approaches in a different way, we could also compare the 

automatically generated user interaction weights with those that are pre-defined in the dataset. 

Firstly, this could be done by using a regression model or by using a classification algorithm to 
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find optimal weights based on the user interactions. Secondly, a set of users could be asked to 

provide weights explicitly to the interaction categories and generate an explicit feedback score-

based user profile. After getting the weights from these approaches, a comparison could be made 

between our current results and the new ones. 

In our proposed model, we extracted user interactions from the CMS dataset for user 

profile modeling, but in future we can add attributes which show user’s demographic information 

as well such as age, gender, nationality and location. And based on this information, we can 

categorize users to generate new user profiles for providing recommendations. 

In the implementation part of our proposed approach, we used a dataset which consists 

of users, posts and user/post interactions. The proposed algorithm can be used on other datasets 

in a different domain. Any item which can be represented via attributes can be used such as news, 

articles or movies. For example, if the proposed algorithm is implemented for the news domain, 

the content attributes could be news id, news category, headline, content, news source, etc., and 

user attributes could be news/user interactions such as likes, shares, comments, reading progress.  

In our current approach, we compared content-based recommendations with 

collaborative filtering recommendations. In future, we can combine both of these 

recommendations to generate hybrid recommendations. And based on that we can compare 

hybrid recommendations with our current recommendations. 

 Personalized Recommendation is another good way of providing recommendations for 

individual users. In future, we can propose a model for personalized recommendations for each 

user instead of just generating content-based and collaborative filtering recommendations for all. 

Also, we can design an interface by which users can interact with the proposed system 

effectively. 
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APPENDICES 

A.1 Sample Dataset 

This appendix contains information about the CMS dataset structure and a visualization 

of the dataset showing its field names with their field values.  

The first table shows information about the posts such as post ids, title of the post, content 

of the post, date when post was created, date when post was modified, post expiration date, status 

of the post, media (if post include any media information), post is editable or not and whether 

the post is shared on Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn. 

 

The second table shows information about the users, including user ids (unique id 

provided to each user), post ids showing posts which were read by that user id, date showing 

when post was read by the user and information such as showing share/ impression/ retweet/ 

favorite/ reply/ clickthrough depicts interactions made by the user on that post id on Twitter, 

Facebook or LinkedIn. 
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A. 2 Detailed Experimental Results 

This appendix contains experiment result tables for Precision@10, Recall@10, F1-

score@10, Precision@20, Recall@20 and F1-score@20, corresponding to the result graphs 

shown in Chapter 4. 

Precision@10 
Algorithms Feedback 

Score 
Category 1 Direct 
Interaction 

Category 2 
Social Share 

Category 3 
Reading Statistics 

TF-IDF (title only) 77.52 73.80 77.32 73.00 
TF-IDF (content) 71.98 68.12 71.14 67.34 
LDA (title only) 75.76 72.00 75.30 71.22 
LDA (content) 70.38 66.74 70.26 65.96 
CF 70.92 70.12 72.54 69.52 

 
Recall@10 
Algorithms Feedback 

Score 
Category 1 Direct 
Interaction 

Category 2 
Social Share 

Category 3 
Reading Statistics 

TF-IDF (title only) 84.72 83.31 84.63 82.44 
TF-IDF (content) 78.66 76.90 77.86 76.05 
LDA (title only) 82.79 81.20 82.42 80.43 
LDA (content) 76.91 75.34 76.90 74.79 
CF 77.50 79.16 79.40 78.51 

 
F1-score@10 
Algorithms Feedback 

Score 
Category 1 Direct 
Interaction 

Category 2 
Social Share 

Category 3 
Reading Statistics 

TF-IDF (title only) 80.96 78.26 80.81 77.43 
TF-IDF (content) 75.17 72.24 74.35 71.43 
LDA (title only) 79.12 76.36 78.69 75.55 
LDA (content) 73.50 70.78 73.42 69.96 
CF 74.06 74.36 75.81 73.74 

 
Precision@20 
Algorithms Feedback 

Score 
Category 1 Direct 
Interaction 

Category 2 
Social Share 

Category 3 
Reading Statistics 

TF-IDF (title only) 88.60 84.76 88.28 83.82 
TF-IDF (content) 82.42 77.82 80.94 76.94 
LDA (title only) 86.90 82.26 86.08 81.36 
LDA (content) 80.38 76.28 80.08 75.38 
CF 84.2 83.06 86.56 82.6 
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Recall@20 
Algorithms Feedback 

Score 
Category 1 Direct 
Interaction 

Category 2 
Social Share 

Category 3 
Reading Statistics 

TF-IDF (title only) 96.83 95.68 96.62 94.66 
TF-IDF (content) 90.07 87.85 88.59 86.89 
LDA (title only) 94.97 92.86 94.22 91.89 
LDA (content) 87.84 86.11 87.65 85.13 
CF 92.02 93.76 94.74 93.29 

 
F1-score@20 
Algorithms Feedback 

Score 
Category 1 Direct 
Interaction 

Category 2 
Social Share 

Category 3 
Reading Statistics 

TF-IDF (title only) 92.53 89.89 92.26 88.91 
TF-IDF (content) 86.07 82.53 84.59 81.61 
LDA (title only) 90.75 87.24 89.96 86.30 
LDA (content) 83.94 80.89 83.69 79.96 
CF 87.93 88.08 90.46 87.62 
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